Introduction
Our Project began with the development of a program that can be used to generate invariant-relation and property-relation conjectures in many areas of mathematics. This program can produce conjectures which are not implied by existing (published) theorems. Here we propose a new approach to push forward existing mathematical research goals-using automated mathematical discovery software. We suggest how to initiate and harness large-scale collaborative mathematics. We envision mathematical research labs similar to what exist in other sciences, new avenues for funding, new opportunities for training students, and a more efficient and effective use of published mathematical research.
The Graph Brain Project is an experiment in how the use of automated mathematical discovery software, databases, large collaboration, and systematic investigation provide a model for how mathematical research might proceed in the future. Our experiment is modular and can be usefully expanded. We investigated one small open problem in graph theory. In the course of this investigation we coded many graph theoretic concepts and graphs, and computed values of many invariants for these graphs. Other researchers working on other open problems, adding their own contributions and expertise, and following their own graph theoretic interests, can leverage and supplement our code-a multiplier effect. And our experiment in graph theory can be imitated in many other areas of mathematical research. Big Mathematics is the idea of large, systematic, collaborative research on problems of existing mathematical interest. What is possible when we put our skills, tools, and results together systematically?
Automated mathematical discovery programs are at the point where their utility to researchers cannot be ignored. Conjectures are the life-blood of mathematics. The papers [31, 28] include examples of automated conjectures for matrix theory, number theory, graph theory and chemical graph theory; these are of the form of bounds for matrix, integer and graph invariants. In other research we have generated conjectures for combinatorial games, intersecting set systems, and linear programs, among others: the idea is general-all you need to get going are a few coded invariants and example objects. That said, as we are able to coax our machines to do more and more things that historically required human ingenuity, human mathematicians will always have an essential role: computer contributions are necessarily judged by how much they help us achieve our human mathematical goals; our human questions are our yardsticks with which we measure our computer assistants.
A central idea is that computers can easily exhaustively generate and evaluate all expressions formed from standard mathematical ingredients for relatively small numbers of example mathematical objects. These expressions-and their corresponding values for example sets of objects-can then be utilized in a variety of ways. In welldefined instances it can be argued that no human can find a simpler expression satisfying certain conditions using the same mathematical ingredients. Consider the search for upper bounds for some invariant These are all of the expressions of complexity no more than 3 that can be formed from invariants β 1 , β 2 , and β 3 and operators + and √ . These are realvalued functions that can be applied to objects of type corresponding to the invariants.
α. For these purposes we take an invariant to be a real-valued function of the objects. To be concrete, assume the objects are (finite) Figure 2 . A user of Conjecturing will need to input some examples of objects, invariants and properties.
expressions that can be formed from a mix of two operators or invariants. Since √ is the only unary operator, the only possibilities are:
The complexity-3 expressions are:
computer algebra system can identify and remove expressions equivalent due to additive commutativity, etc). A program can recursively generate all possible β's up to any specified complexity. Generating expressions will face combinatorial explosion-but there is no difficulty in generating all (relatively small) human-comprehendible expressions.
(Our program can generate more than 100 million expressions per second, depending on the complexity of the expressions, on a standard laptop). Our conjecturing program can either evaluate these expressions on the fly for a particular object (graph) or, better, access a database of pre-computed invariant values. These generated, evaluated expressions-together with a list of existing bounds for the invariant α-are the main ingredients in generating conjectures that improve on all published bounds for α.
In the case of bounds for an invariant of a mathematical object, the program functions best the more relevant invariants that it has available for its produced conjectures. That is, if there are unknown bounds that are functions of invariants known to mathematicians (and recorded in the mathematics literature) these will be produced by the program if the invariants and properties are included in the program. In particular, the program produces the simplest (in terms of complexity)
bounds that are true with respect to the objects that it knows using the invariants that it knows, and any other given constraints.
The foundational idea of Big Mathematics is to form research groups of various sizes to work on specific mathematical problems using automated discovery tools, databases, and exploiting the mathematical lit- In the following sections we mention the historical context of our research-which goes back to the earliest days of computer science and artificial intelligence research. We discuss an example that demonstrates what is currently possible. And finally we discuss how this example-and our Graph Brain Project-can be ramped up to help mathematicians more quickly-and systematically-attain our shared research goals.
Background
This Graph Brain Project is motivated by our research in automated mathematical conjecturing programs-a small part of the larger area of automated mathematical discovery research. Alan Turing, in a 1948 report on "Intelligent Machinery", suggested mathematics as a domain to begin with in building a "thinking machine" [46] . There has ever since been some number of researchers working to automate parts of mathematics, with varying success, and in developing computer tools that provide intelligent assistance to mathematics researchers.
Automated theorem proving was the first and has been the most studied area. The first programs to prove theorems were developed in the 1950s [44] ; and the McCune/Otter 1996 computer proof of the Robbins Conjecture [36] was a milestone in this area. Zeilberger has done impressive research on the automatic proof of conjectured combinatorial identities [48] . The first program to make conjectures leading to published mathematical research was Fajtlowicz's Graffiti program [18] . Research on integer relation detection between sets of numbers We demonstrate that building and maintaining databases of nontrivial computational results-for instance, values of NP-complete graph invariants for all published graphs-will be generally useful in scientific research; this can be coordinated and standardized, and will be a component of Big Mathematics. The utility of significant computations has a long history in our subject, going back at least to Ptolemy's trigonometry tables, and more recent log tables [8] . It should be noted that Babbage promoted his Difference Engine to have the advantage of producing accurate mathematical tables free of human calculating error-and this may have been the largest funded mathematics-related project ever [16] . Accurate computations are not only valuable for engineering purposes, but even for purely mathematical investigations:
Gauss conjectured the Prime Number Theorem on the basis of the ta- has demonstrated its utility for a number of areas of mathematical research [31] . Generated expressions function as conjectured bounds for an investigated invariant. These are tested for truth with respect to the stored objects. Conjectures are not stored or produced unless they imply a better approximate value for at least one coded object than any coded theoretical bound or previously stored conjectured bound.
In some instances we have been able to prove the conjectures of our program-two new theorems are reported here. One attractive theorem resulted from our 2015 summer project investigating the combinatorial game Chomp [3] ; several more resulted from our 2016 summer project investigating the domination number of benzenoids [28] .
We are graph theorists. The best approach to demonstrate the utility of the kind of research programs that we are advocating is to attempt this research for graphs. A graph (or network ) is a mathematical object consisting of vertices and edges between them. Graphs are used to model many situations: these include molecular structure [13, 25, 21] , the World Wide Web [41] , social networks [39] , and GPS satellite networks [6] . And results in graph theory can be used as tools for proving results in other areas of mathematics: one very nice example is the proof of the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem (that every doubly stochastic matrix can be written as a convex combination of permutation matrices) using the König-Egervary theorem (that the covering number of a bipartite graph equals its matching number) [34] . We will demonstrate the potential of our approach by investigating conjectured bounds for the independence number of a graph, a fundamental graph theory concept, intractable, and computationally equivalent to hundreds of other concepts in discrete mathematics. We have generated new conjectured bounds for the independence number of a graph which are not implied by any existing (published) bounds.
Independence Number and the conjecturing Program
The independence number (or stability number ) α of a graph is the largest number of points in the graph where no pair of the points has a line between them. It is a widely studied hard-to-compute graph invariant which arises in a variety of situations. Calculating the independence number of a graph can be used to optimize the configuration of a GPS network. Stable benzenoids [42] and small stable fullerenes tend to minimize their independence numbers [19] . The independence number of a graph is a central concept of two of the most studied and important problems in graph theory: the P vs. NP question [22] , and
Hadwiger's Conjecture [14, 35, 9] . Many families of combinatorial objects including error-correcting codes, set packings in Hamming spaces, and balanced incomplete block designs can be viewed as maximum independent sets [40] .
One well-known application is the calculation of the probability of unambiguous message transmission in a channel [33] . A message consists of a string of letters. Some of these letters can be confounded or confused; for instance "b" and "d" can be confounded. A graph can be defined consisting of the letters of the alphabet as vertices and an edge between them if they can be confounded. For a message with k letters a graph can be defined with all k-length strings, words or messages as vertices and an edge between any pair of these strings/vertices if any pair of letters in the corresponding place between the strings can be
confounded. An independent set in this graph corresponds to a set of strings no pair of which can be confounded in any pair of places. The . This number can also be used to calculate the probability that some number of randomly chosen strings or words can be sent without error.
All existing algorithms for finding a maximum independent set in a general graph require an exponential number of steps (in the worst case); the corresponding decision problem is NP-complete [22] The eccentricity of a vertex is the maximum distance from that vertex to any other vertex in the graph. The radius r of a graph is the minimum eccentricity of any vertex. The order n of a graph is the number of vertices of the graph. The main tool of the following proof is a theorem due to Fajtlowicz [17] that implies that every connected graph with radius r has an induced subgraph of radius r, called an r-ciliate C p,q , consisting of a cycle with p vertices with each vertex amalgamated to a path with q vertices (it follows that r = p + q). Proof. Let G be a connected graph with radius r, and r-ciliate C p,q (with r = p + q). Note that an r-ciliate is bipartite. It is easy to check that n(C p,q ) = 2p(q + 1), α(C p,q ) = p(q + 1), and α(C p,q ) ≤ n(C p,q ) − r(C p,q ).
The degree of a vertex in a graph is the number of vertices to which it is adjacent. The maximum degree ∆ of a graph is the largest degree of any vertex. The triangle number T of a graph is the number of triangles induced by triples of vertices of a graph. The following conjecture, weak in general, gives equality for star graphs. Our database contains only connected graphs. In this case the statement holds for any graph (connected or not) and proving the general case is easier than proving the more specialized (connected) case-an observation any mathematician will recognize.
Proof. The statement can be verified for small graphs. Assume it is true for graphs with fewer than m edges. Let G be a graph with m edges and v be a vertex of maximum degree. If every edge is incident to v then G is a star, T (G) = 0 and equality holds. It is also easy to see that the conjecture is true in any case where T (G) = 0. So we can assume there is an edge e not incident to v in some triangle.
Let G be the graph formed by removing edge e (but not its incident vertices). So, by assumption, α(G ) ≥ ∆(G ) − T (G ). We see that
We now have available 520 graphs, 159 invariants, and 92 properties. Many of these graphs, invariants and properties were already coded into the Sage mathematical computing environment ( [12] , used for this research) by interested researchers. All of the graphs are either published graphs, or graphs which were counterexample to conjectures of our conjecturing program. Many of the graphs and invariants were coded during our 2017 summer research project.
An important feature of our conjecturing program is the ability to use theoretical knowledge. If β is an invariant, proved to be an upper bound for an invariant α, it can be a added to a theory list; the program will then not include any expression γ (invariant function) to its list of potentially output conjectures unless it is the case that there is a stored object G such that γ(G) is both less than the value of every previously stored conjectured bound for G and less than every stored theory bound. The stored conjecture, if true, is necessarily new knowledge-in the sense that it cannot be implied by the stored theoretical knowledge.
We have been collecting independence number bounds for graphs for some time: many are cataloged in [49] . The ten bounds recorded here seem to be the most useful in practice. They should be interpreted for connected graphs (although most hold for general graphs). These can all be computed efficiently; thus the minimum of these upper bounds and the maximum of the lower bounds are themselves efficiently computable bounds.
Six Upper Bounds for the Independence Number of a Graph
(1) independence number <= annihilation number [43] .
If the degrees, d 1 ≤ d 2 ≤ . . . d n , of the vertices of a graph are arranged in non-decreasing order, the annihilation number is then defined to be the largest index k such that the sum of the degrees of the first k vertices is no more than the sum of the degrees of the remaining vertices.
(2) independence number <= fractional independence number has a large number of equivalent definitions [29] , one of which is the minimum of the largest eigenvalue of all the real symmetric matrices of the order of the graph with 1s on the diagonal and (i, j)-entry 1 whenever vertex i is not adjacent to vertex j. It is an amazing fact that the Lovász theta invariant can be computed efficiently [24] .
(4) independence number <= Cvetković bound [11] .
The Cvetković bound is the minimum of the number of non-negative and non-positive eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of the graph.
(5) independence number <= order -matching number.
The matching number is the largest number of edges none of which shares an endpoint with another. This easy-to-prove, and sometimes useful, bound seems to belong to the folklore of our subject.
(6) independence number <= Hansen-Zheng bound [26] .
The Hansen-Zheng bound is
Here the size is the number of edges of the graph.
Four Lower Bounds for the Independence Number of a Graph
(1) independence number >= radius [15] .
The radius was defined above. The proof that radius-critical subgraphs are r-ciliates immediately implies this result as a corollary.
(2) independence number >= residue [20] . 
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(3) independence number >= critical independence number [30] .
The critical independence number is defined to be the cardinality of a certain independent set-and the theorem is trivial. It turn out that this number equals the independence number for a large class of graph (the König-Egervary graphs) which include the bipartite graphs.
(4) independence number >= max even minus even horizontal [23] .
Let v be any vertex. It is easy to show that the number of vertices at even distance from v minus the number of edges induced by these vertices is a lower bound for the independence number. The max even minus even horizontal invariant is the maximum of these values over all of the vertices of the graph is then also a lower bound for the independence number. Fajtlowicz defined this invariant and observed that it is very good in practice (at least for small graphs).
If the conjecturing program were given all published invariants in a mathematical field, all real-number operators used by mathematicians, and all published bounds, the program would necessarily produce new conjectures (not implied by existing theory) that are as simple as any human can produce (with respect to the objects that it knows).
That is, if a human were to produce a simpler conjecture that is true for all objects the computer knows then, necessarily and by the design of the program, the conjecture must either be false for one of these objects or it must be implied, with respect to these objects, by the conjectures that the program does produce: that is, the produced conjectures must give bounds that are at least as good as the human conjecture. The program necessarily will consider every simpler conjecture: it iteratively generates and evaluates every single syntactically possible statement in order from the least complex to more complex. At the moment it considers the human's conjecture, if it does not produce the conjecture itself, it is because it is either false, or not significant in the described sense.
Graph Lower Bound Value
critical independence number 0 max even minus even horizontal 1 Figure 13 . Example lower bounds for the independence number α of selected graphs. The true values are:
The following two conjectures were generated in our summer workshop; they have been verified for all of the more than 14 million connected small-order graphs (n ≤ 10). In addition, we've used random graph generators to test these conjectures on a large sample of random graphs of assorted models (including Erdős-Renyi graphs, random regular graphs, random bounded tolerance graphs, random interval graphs, and random bipartite graphs). For each model, we tested many instances with a wide variety of parameters (also randomly generated within the given parameter space) and orders up to at least 100.
(1) independence number >= min(girth, floor(lovasz theta)) This is how an output conjecture of the program conjecture appears to a user. In particular it is an unquantified open sentence that must be interpreted. Since we used only connected graphs in this investigation, we interpret this over all connected graphs: that is, For every connected graph x independence number(x) >= min(girth(x), floor(lovasz theta(x))).
Here girth and Lovász theta are graph invariants, while min and floor are real-number operators. The (lower) bound on the right-hand side of this inequality has complexity-4. The girth of a graph is the number of edges of a smallest cycle in the graph; it can be computed efficiently.
The Lovász theta number is, in fact, the best upper bound in practice for estimating the independence number of a graph; and, since the independence number is integral, the floor of this number must be an upper bound. It is interesting to note that here we have a conjectured lower bound for the independence number expressed in terms of the best upper bound. The conjecture can then be restated: for any connected graph, either the independence number is at least as big as its girth or the independence equals the floor of its Lovász theta number.
(2) independence number <= (average distance)^(degree sum)
We interpret this conjecture for connected graphs. The average distance is the average of the distances between distinct pairs of vertices in the graph. This invariant is actually a lower bound for the independence number of a graph [10] . The degree sum is the sum of the degrees of the vertices of the graph. Here the caret "^" is the exponentiation Any of these could be useful-the real test is if they show up in conjectures that advance our mathematical goals. We should leverage this knowledge-by coding it-to more quickly advance our shared mathematical goals.
We maintain a database of values of invariants for most of our codedstored graphs. Some of these values were calculated either with significant computer resources or using theoretical knowledge. Some of this overlaps other graph theory databases including House of Graphs [5] and the Encyclopedia of Finite Graphs [27] . It would be useful-and more efficient-if researchers never had to repeat any of these computations. A universal graph theory database would be of real utility to researchers. We imagine one day there may be something like a Na- with results of exactly this type [50] .
We have also made experiments with property-relation conjectures conjectures: these are necessary and sufficient conditions for an object to have a specified property. These conjecture types can be generated in an analogous way to the invariant-relation conjectures described so far. Examples of conjectured necessary or sufficient conditions for a graph having the property of being hamiltonian are reported in [32] .
Much more work needs to be done here: in particular, we have coded relatively very few graph properties.
It is an important fact that successful automated discovery programs are designed to address existing mathematical problems-and their utility is measured with respect to our own (human) mathematical goals. Consider for example the conjecturing program of Hao Wang.
Wang was an automated mathematical discovery pioneer while he was at IBM in the late 1950s and the developer of the first conjecturing program [47] . He wanted his program to produce "interesting" mathematical statements-but he didn't factor in any mathematical goal. This workshop was a natural way for researchers with a wide range of talents to work-in the same place, pushing forward research together organically, to learn, and to enjoy mathematical camaraderie. Furthermore, the natural science model of laboratories suggests ways for our students to quickly make contributions in naturally collaborative environments (which is definitely not the norm in our often isolated mathematical worlds). This might also suggest new ways to attractand interest-a wider, more diverse, field of mathematical talent.
Any area of mathematics where objects, invariants and properties can be coded is amenable to investigations which exactly parallel what we have described for graphs and the independence number.
How to Contribute
Two ways to contribute to this kind of research are to either contribute to the research we have begun in graph theory, or to begin the work of coding objects, invariants, and properties for some other area of mathematics.
Our what we've done. Take it, do your own thing, and build on it. We've also pre-computed values for almost all of these invariants, for almost all of these graphs. This precomputed database can be very useful for fast conjecturing-the program will, by default, compute any values it needs, so having pre-computed values can really speed things up.
Another way to help with our Graph Brain Project is to prove or find counterexamples to the open conjectures of our program: every theorem and every counterexample count as new knowledge-and will lead to improved conjectures. There are also many graphs for which values for certain invariants and certain properties are as-yet unknown.
They need to be computed. Any new computed values can easily be added to local copies of our database and, better, if posted as a Github issue, will be included in the posted, shared copy of the database.
Having these values will also improve the conjectures made by the conjecturing program. In other areas of mathematics, just start! Code a few objects and invariants, and see what conjectures you get. Iterate and add.
The computational tools we used in our graph theory investigations included geng (included in the nauty package) for comprehensive nonisomorphic generation of all connected graphs up to any given order [37] , benzene for the generation of benzenoid graphs [4] , and buckygen for the generation of fullerene graphs [7] . These are very useful for searching for small counterexamples to graph conjectures. It would be useful in any other area of investigation to code similar generators for the systematic construction of example objects.
